
Florida 2011 – Trip Diary –
Part 3
Tuesday January 18 – We began the day  at Sizzler’s breakfast
buffet, again.  If you are noticing a pattern, you won’t be
surprised to see this in the diary for pretty much every day
of the week.  The prices there were great ($3.99 per adult and
kids were free!), the food wasn’t bad, and it left our group
full enough to sustain us until mid-afternoon, which saved us
a lot of money.  Today was Epcot day, and it was a great day –
the sun finally came out, and the temp was in the low 70s.  We
rode the usual favorites, and we got to take our daughter
Disney on my favorite Epcot ride Soarin’ for the first time
because she was finally tall enough – and she liked it!  Epcot
has a World Showcase which is an area set up like different
countries, so we took the ferry to Germany and walked to Japan
for their delicious snow cones.  We walked around the lake
through Morocco and Italy, and stopped in Norway and Mexico
for their boat rides which are very cool.  Someday I would
like to visit the countries in Epcot, sampling the ethnic
foods as I go – but that’s more of a retirement plan since the
kids would never go for that now!  Oh, and we ran into Stitch
in America!

After the day at Epcot, we sent the
little ones home with Grandma, and Hubby, Jamy and I attempted
to find a good place to eat dinner, but to our surprise, there
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weren’t  many  good  dinner  choices  left  at  10pm,  even  in
Orlando.  We ended up at Perkins – famished – and they were
out of most everything I asked for.  I stomached the sandwich
I got, which wasn’t very good, and Hubby was not too happy
with his salad.  We did end up with a box of Eclairs to go,
and those were pretty good  – well, what little of them we had
anyway once the kids got a hold of them.  Our friend Derek
arrived that night while we were sleeping, so our next day
would see one more joining our group…

Wednesday January 19 – Breakfast at Sizzler (did you think I
was exaggerating about eating there every day?), then on to
the Magic Kingdom where we spent a fun-filled day.  We learned
that there is an expansion planned and under construction to
double the size of Fantasyland, so we are looking forward to
seeing  that  on  a  future  visit.   Splashwater  Falls  was
undergoing maintenance (usually does in January when we go,
but this is a small price to pay for ideal weather and low
crowds  – BEST time to visit Orlando!!), but we enjoyed the
classics like Big Thunder Mountain Railroad (and little Disney
liked this one, even though it is a roller coaster!), Jungle
Cruise, Haunted Mansion, Pirates of the Caribbean, and Hubby’s
and my personal favorite that many others find to be lame, 
The Carousel of Progress.  We skipped out on Space Mountain
this time, mainly because the kids wouldn’t have liked it, and
we don’t find that its long wait it worth it for a herky-jerky
outdated  roller  coaster.   If  you  are  into  indoor  roller
coasters in the dark, I’ve always liked the Aerosmith one at
Disney’s MGM, er, Hollywood Studios, although  we never find
that park worth the time for a visit since there isn’t much
there.  And King’s Island in Mason Ohio outside of Cincinnati
has a SUPER dark coaster called Flight of Fear.  But back in
Orlando,  the  People  Mover  ride  in  the  Magic  Kingdom,  an
elevated train-type ride that goes all around Tomorrowland,
treated us to a one-of-a-kind glimpse inside Space Mountain –
with the lights on!!  The People Mover travels into the Space
Mountain building, but usually you can only see the glowing
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streaks of the ride trains as they zip past.  Because of a
ride malfunction, the lights in the building were on, so we
got an insider’s view of all the tracks and trains which was
pretty cool!!  After the Magic Kingdom, Derek, Chris and I
took the two oldest kids to Fun Spot to try the extreme go-
karts, but it didn’t go over so well.  The oldest hated them,
and she made me go putt-putt-putt all the way up the spiral
and around the track – that was not fun; I’m more pedal-to-
the-metal!  But we all took a spin on the bumper cars, and
that was some great old-fashioned family fun that everyone was
able to enjoy.

Thursday January 20 – Breakfast at Sizzler (every day – told
ya!), then on to our second day at Universal, this time with
Derek, although we lost one because by now, Jamy’s back pain
was so bad that he had to stay in the rental house and relax
all day.   Thankfully it did not rain this time, and we had a
wonderful day.  It was a bit chilly, but we couldn’t resist
the urge to ride Bluto’s Barges 3 (or was it 4?  I can’t
remember) times in a row –  we were drenched!  Smarter ones in
our group (Derek and Grandma) opted to stay out and stay dry,
but those of us who got off soaked (and shivered) had a
blast.  It’s a large round boat that’s propelled down a raging
river of rapids; every time it dips, the riders on that side
get drenched by a wave that cascades over the wall of the
boat.  Then there are waterfalls and waterspouts – it’s so
much fun to bond with the strangers in your boat as you take
turns  laughing  over  who  gets  soaked  and  who  dodges  the
torrents of water – whether everyone speaks English or not,
there is bonding in the boat!  Next it was on to the Wizarding
World of Harry Potter, and I think I talked about this earlier
in this diary – it’s amazing; that’s all I need to repeat.  We
went on the Forbidden  Journey ride again, this time with
Derek, and he really liked it.  Unfortunately, they decided
that Sammie had shrunk an inch or two since Monday, and she no
longer met the height requirement, so she had to wait in the
child swap room – which is actually quite entertaining because



they  have the old Harry Potter movies playing, and I had
forgotten how young Harry Potter (actor Daniel Radcliffe) was
when the movies began.
After Universal, we went to the McDonald’s largest Playplace
where the kids had a blast.  Grandma stayed with them while
Hubby, Derek and I went to the Titanic attraction I’ve always
wanted to see.  Unfortunately, our adventure was a bit marred
when Hubby was pulled over and ticketed for U-turn in a No U-
turn intersection.  In our opinion, it should have been a
warning  – clearly we were tourists, it was an honest mistake,
he didn’t do  it when there was oncoming traffic present so no
one was in direct danger, and of the 3 people in the car, not
one of us saw the (supposed) no U-turn sign.  Personally, I
think  Orlando should treat their tourists a little more like
the guests that they are, especially considering how much
money  the average tourist brings into their local economy. 
Also, they seemed to milk us for every penny – the ticket
itself was very expensive, and because we were from out of
town, we couldn’t even show up to traffic court and contest
the ticket, not to mention that when we returned home, we were
bombarded with offers of traffic school via mail, which showed
that they were looking for even more money by selling our info
to these traffic schools so they could bombard us with ads.  A
frustrating  episode  in  our  otherwise  super  vacation,  but
that’s enough – traffic ticket tangent over!
So back to the Titanic exhibit…  I’ve always wanted to see it,
but  it’s  quite  pricey,  and  we  were  always  nervous  about
spending so much on trying something new that we didn’t even
know would be worth the cost or not.  So enter Groupon –
before we left, there was a Groupon for Titanic, and we got
it.  It kind of obligated us to fitting this in since we
already had tickets, but with the money we saved on Groupon,
it was worth it.  And, we even made it on time, getting pulled
over and all!  Upon entry, each visitor gets a little card
with the name and info of a Titanic passenger, and one of the
rooms at the end of the tour has a wall with all the names of
the passengers on it.  The lights go down, and the names of



the passengers who survived stay bold while the names of those
who perished are hollow, so you can see if “your” passenger
made it.  Mine survived, which I had guessed correctly because
she  had  been  a  first  class  passenger.   Our  tour  guide
(portraying the famous Titanic personality “Unsinkable” Molly
Brown) was very knowledgeable about all things Titanic, but
our friend Derek’s passenger card stumped her – the name on
his card was half-solid, half-hollowed, so we don’t know if he
made it through the ill-fated voyage or not.  But overall, it
was a lot of fun, and a well spent hour or two.  I’ve always
been  a Titanic buff (excluding the movie which I feel really
commercialized, cheapened, and capitalized on the tragedy and
the great loss of life involved – enough about that), so this
museum was right up my alley.  There were re-creations to see
and explore (a first class cabin, the deck, which they had
even chilled to provide an example of the actual temperature
that night, and the grand staircase, see picture below), as
well as actual artifacts recovered from the bottom of the
ocean, like dishes.  There was room after room of signs to
read and pictures to look at, and as much as I don’t like the
movie, they even had a few costumes and props from it which
were interesting to see.  Among my favorite parts of the
exhibit:  the hall of newspapers, which had newspaper editions
reporting the disaster in 1912 from all over the country,
complete with early 20th century advertisements and other news
articles.
I  also  found  this  quite  remarkable:   it  was  an  ordinary
cooler, and the exploration staff autographed it and put it
down at the bottom of the ocean where the Titanic now lies.  I
forgot how long it was there, but it’s not nearly as long as
the remains of the ship have been there, and this is what the
ocean pressure did to it:



Interesting as it may be, it is a
sad representation of what will happen to the remains of the
luxury liner itself.  Scientists estimate that it won’t last
more than 50 additional years if people don’t find a way to
salvage it and bring it up for study.

Hubby and I in front of the
actual sized re-creation of
the  Titanic's  Grand
Staircase

After Titanic, we stopped at Dippin’ Dots, but it was our only
taste of the delicious ice creamish treat for this trip, and I
was SO disappointed to find out they discontinued my favorite
flavor of Dippin’ Dots:  Root Beer Float.  �
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Florida 2011 – Trip Diary –
Part 2
Sunday January 16 – We drove over to Congo River mini golf to
try to feed the gators they have there, which never works out
because it’s usually too cold in January for the cold-blooded
gators  to  care  much  about  eating,  and  this  time  was  no
exception.  But we spent a long time just watching the gators
and their habitat-mate turtles climbing around and over each
other, getting in and out of the water – kind of like a free
little zoo exhibit.  My kids are too little to enjoy or let us
enjoy playing mini-golf, so we went to Sizzler for an all-you-
can eat lunch buffet.  We spent the afternoon relaxing at the
house so Hubby could watch the Chicago Bears game and the kids
could swim, and we even took a dip ourselves at half-time. 
For dinner, we went to Medieval Times, which is a dinner show
– it is SO fun!!!  Everyone is seated around an arena, and the
audience eats a Medieval-style feast while watching a show
complete with horse, knights, and jousting.  You are assigned
a seat in a certain color section (we were green – note the
crown in the picture below), and you cheer on your color
knight in the jousting and games  – it’s a blast!!

After watching the knights duke it
out, Grandma took the kids back to the house and we took Jamy
on the extreme go-karts at Fun Spot.  The track called The
Vortex is wicked; you wind up and around 3 or 4 times until
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you reach the top, and it’s strange to be up so high in a go-
kart.  But you don’t really have time to think about that,
because there is a steep drop down, followed by a couple of
hairpin /  bowl-like turns that you have to  navigate as
driver of the kart!  Super fun, though not for everyone.  We
thought this is what caused Jamy’s back injury that ended up
plaguing his trip, but turns out it was something else.  And
we took our daughters on these go-karts later in the week –
with helmets of course –  and our oldest hated them and
wouldn’t let me use the accelerator; it was SO frustrating!! 
Our daredevil 6-year-old Sammie loved it though, and I found
her to be a passenger more willing to go my speed – pedal to
the metal!!

Monday January 17 – We ate breakfast at Sizzler at their
breakfast buffet, and then headed out to Universal Studios as
planned despite the dire forecast of rain all day, and the
weathermen were not mistaken.  It was like a monsoon when we
arrived, and scarcely let up all day.  Many of the rides at
Universal are indoor, but Hubby and I did take a bit of a
gamble (and lost) when we got in line for the new Rip Ride
Rockit coaster.  They had to shut the ride down when they saw
lightning, and wouldn’t you know it, we were first in line! 
After investing that much time waiting, we really didn’t want
to get out of line, but the kids were waiting with Grandma and
Jamy, so we called them to see if they were ok and able to
stay dry.  We waited probably about 20 minutes, and it was fun
to try to read the different hand signals and procedures the
staff was doing to see if we would get to ride soon or not. 
Finally, they opened the coaster, and we were first –  test
rats.  This coaster looks more intimidating than it is, mostly
because the first lift is straight up, face pointed at the
sky, your back is parallel to the ground.  Other than that,
it’s a pretty lame coaster; the best thing about it is that
you get to choose a song to listen to while you’re on it, and
your song choice plays in the speakers behind your head.  I
chose “Devil Went Down to Georgia” which made a very good



coaster theme song, but the coaster was so tame that I was
able to do some air-fiddling along to the song.  I heard Hubby
beside me rocking out to Gloria Gaynor’s I Will Survive, and
that seemed like fun too, but I wasn’t about to wait in line
again for this ride.  The other thing that stank about the Rip
Rockit is the rain – riding a coaster in the rain is not a lot
of fun.  The rain pelts your face; it hurts and you can’t see
anything, so it takes a lot of the fun out of it.  And oh
yeah, this is how soggy we looked when we were done riding:

Most of us made the best of the
rain; after all, where we were from in Ohio the weather was
sub-zero, so rainy 50’s still felt good to us.  Our oldest was
not  a  happy  camper,  however,  and  she  soon  grew  tired  of
walking around in the rain, even though Grandma splurged and
bought the kids ponchos – I didn’t think to bring any, but
maybe I will next time.  It never does the all-day-rain thing
in Florida!  It usually rains or storms for less than an hour
and then the sun comes back out so we were unprepared for the
all day down-pour.  But seriously, how could Universal be
anything but fun?  Even though the rain slowed us down a bit,
we were still able to catch our first glimpse of the Wizarding
World of Harry Potter – it was very cool!!

Hogwarts castle was amazing, and I guess I must have misplaced
the picture I made Hubby take of me in Hogsmeade, which was
beautiful  at  night.   We  got  some  Butterbeer,  and  it  was
yummier than the version we attempted at one of our game
nights here in Ohio.  The Wizarding World has 3 rides, and we
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only had time to get on The Forbidden Journey on this day –
that’s the one inside the castle.  While you wait in line,
there is plenty to see – it looks like you are on the movie
set except better because it doesn’t look like a set – it
looks real!  The portraits move and talk, and there are 3D
projections of Harry, Ron, and Hermione that look like real
people.  As you wind around the corridors of the castle, you
get to explore many scenes straight from the books and movies:
Dumbledore’s office, Gryffindor common room – even the Sorting
Hat makes an appearance!  And the ride itself is amazing!!  If
you are a Harry Potter fan, this area is a must-see!!  Though
we did have a slight oopsie – while trying to rush over to the
Harry Potter World before the park closed, we skipped lunch,
so now we were cold, wet, and hungry.  It would have been ok,
except that once we snaked throughout the corridors of the
Hogwarts castle, we learned that the Forbidden Journey ride
was down.  After waiting in the dark hallway listening to the
Sorting  Hat  give  his  spiel  over  and  over  and  on  empty
stomachs, we had had it – especially grumpy oldest who, if you
remember, was not happy with  the day at Universal in the rain
to begin with.  Our torturous wait in the hallway of Hogwarts
became so irritating that I wished my husband had bought the
flaming wallet we had seen at the magic show – so we could
throw it at the Sorting Hat, flames and all!  �

We did finally get on the ride, and it was awesome, but my
oldest neglected to try it –  she doesn’t like anything faster
or more thrilling than the Scrambler.  As I said, the ride was
amazing,  so  now  we  were  all  famished  after  a  day  at
Universal.  But being budget-conscious we wanted to leave the
parks before finding dinner, though I must confess: I was so
hungry that the idea of the ‘whopper bar’ on Universal’s City
Walk that had turned my stomach that very morning was actually
sounding quite good after a day walking around in the rain! 
We ended up at Denny’s, which is a place I hadn’t been to in
probably over a decade, and while the food wasn’t great, it
sufficed.



(to be continued in part 3)

 

Even with all those movies…
I was looking for a collection set to add to my movie library.
A few years ago Universal studios released their “Monster
Collection” as a boxed set (DVD or VHS). 8 movies in all.
Since I had the ones I thought I wanted, I didn’t bother with
the set.

Now some of my old VHS tapes are showing there age, and I
thought it may be time to pick this up if it was still
available anywhere. I did a quick search and found used DVD
sets going for over $200. And a new “In the box” set going for
close to $500. NO WAY would I pay that much for these movies,
I can get them cheaper buying them one at a time when I see
them at video stores. The Wolf Man at Wally World was only
$7.50

A further search found that those same movies will released as
a collection again at the end of this month. Pre-Orders are
less than $50. I’m sure if I time it correctly, I can get if
for less than that. Here is a toast to patience. �

Harry  Potter  And  The
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Sorcerer’s Stone
I did it.  I’ve finished reading the first book in the Harry
Potter series, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.  And I
really enjoyed it; I think I can officially call myself a
Harry Potter fan!  The book was very fast-moving, and because
it’s kind of a kids’ fantasy book (but don’t get the wrong
idea – MANY adults like it too!), I was able to finish the
entire 300 pages on my limited reading schedule without even
having to renew it at the library once!

Tonight, I’m going to start the second book in the series,
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, and if I can convince
my husband, we’ll be watching the movie of the first book this
weekend.  And now I am REALLY excited to see the new Wizarding
World of Harry Potter at Universal Studios in Orlando.  They
are  being  kinda  secretive  about  the  Harry  Potter  and  the
Forbidden Journey attraction, but it promises to use “entirely
new technology” to bring the Harry Potter series to life “in a
way never before experienced”!  Maybe something like The Mummy
ride or The Amazing Adventures of Spiderman 3D?  How cool
would  that  be  for  Harry  Potter!!   And  the  shops  and
restaurants are all going to keep in the tradition of the boy
wizard’s world.  Chocolate frogs, anyone?  The world doesn’t
open until spring, and it doesn’t look like we’re going to get
to Florida before the fall or next winter anyway, so if that
becomes  a  reality,  we  will  have  to  make  sure  we  get  to
Universal – I really liked Islands of Adventure anyway, and
now it’s going to be even better!  I just have to make sure I
read all the Potter books by then.  And I almost don’t want to
read too much about the new world on the internet for fear
that it would be spoilers about things I haven’t discovered
yet.

As much as I’m enjoying the Harry Potter series, I’m not
usually one to stick to one type of book.  If I need a break
from Hogwart’s before I get through all 7 stories, I might try
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The Zookeeper’s Wife, a story about a zoo in Poland in the
1930’s and how it’s destroyed during the holocaust – as long
as it’s not too depressing of a read.

Disney Vs. Universal – Round
1,642
As a frequent visitor to Orlando Florida, the United States
theme park capital, the following news stories caught my eye. 
Disney World and Universal Studios have been competing in an
epic battle for tourists for a few decades now, and as a
result, us tourists are the real winners!  Check out the two
new additions to each park!

Universal Studios is adding a Harry Potter-themed world!  I’m
not even a fan of the series and the pictures and descriptions
of this place excited me!  I might have to read a Harry Potter
book or see some of the movies before I check it out!  This
answers the question I posed in a previous blog post – What
will  happen  to  Marvel  Superhero  Island  when  Disney  buys
Marvel?   Answer:   who  cares?   Universal  will  have  the
Wizarding  World  of  Harry  Potter!

Not to be outdone, Disney has released that they are doubling
the size of their current Fantasyland area, adding a Little
Mermaid attraction, among other things.  If the rumors on this
blog are true, it seems to me like Universal is going to win
this time.  More meet-and-greet space at Disney?  Yawn!  Bring
on the thrill rides!  But if I know the folks at Disney, they
have more than doubling Dumbo and adding more Disney princess
meet-and-greet up their sleeves and just haven’t leaked that
part of the expansion to the public yet…  So stay tuned!
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What  Will  Happen  To  Marvel
Island?
From  the  Financial  Pages  today  –  business  news  is  not
something  I  usually  write  about,  but  you’ll  see  why  the
following story would interest me:

Disney To Acquire Marvel Entertainment

Our family frequents the Orlando Florida area, home of Disney
World and also their major competitor – Universal Studios. 
For those of you who don’t know, at Universal’s Islands of
Adventure  (the  newer  and  more  thrill-ride  oriented  of
Universal’s two Orlando parks), there is an entire area called
Marvel Superhero Island®.  So my question is, now that Disney,
Universal’s biggest competitor and business enemy, has bought
Marvel, what will happen to Superhero Island at Islands of
Adventure?  I can’t imagine that Universal would want to keep
the same characters, now owned by Disney, at their park.  And
I can’t imagine Disney letting Universal keep the characters
at their park, unless the price was right, of course.  But
based upon the competitiveness that is obvious to the tourists
flocking to the area, Disney’s superhero lease price would
probably put Universal out of business!

Marvel’s Superhero Island currently contains (click the link
for an interactive map – Superhero Island is on the left side
of  the  park,  just  left  of  the  main  gate)  the  following
attractions:    The  Amazing  Adventures  of  Spiderman,  The
Incredible Hulk Coaster, Doctor Doom’s Fear Fall, and Storm
Force Accelatron, which we’ve always skipped since it seemed
like Universal’s answer to Disney’s Teacup ride.  We always
skipped Doctor Doom also since it’s a free-fall ride and I’m
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afraid to go on those.  I think my husband went on this one
however, but I don’t remember him saying it was any different
from the rest of these types of rides.  In short, it probably
won’t be much of a problem to rename these two rides.  The
Hulk coaster is an awesome coaster and should also be able to
withstand the re-themeing, although it might need a paint job
to change its current green/purple Hulk theme.  The Adventures
of Spiderman is another story.  This ride is awesome!  There
really  isn’t  anything  else  like  it  in  either  of  the  two
parks.  It’s basically like taking a thrill ride into a 3D
Spiderman  movie.   I  guess  they’d  have  to  choose  a  new
character and make a new movie.  Whatever they do, I hope it’s
as good as the original Spiderman ride!  Also complicating a
theming switch would be the superheros and villians that walk
around Marvel’s Superhero Island.  I guess all the costumes
would  be  sold  to  Disney.   Perhaps  Disney  will  build  a
superhero section – my guess would be at MGM Hollywood Studios
if I had to pick a place.

And Universal would have an entire area to theme and fill. 
Hmmm, imagine the possibilities….
Let’s see, would they coincide the new area with  a new movie
coming out (Smurfs (sorry Carol), Jetsons – not sure if those
are  Universal  movies)?   Or  would  they  take  one  of  their
existing  franchises  (Simpsons  –  they’d  have  to  move  that
super-cool  new  ride  from  the  Studios  park  to  the  Islands
park!, NBC land (The Office – The Ride!)) and create a whole
new world?  Any ideas?

**UPDATE**  –  From  orlandosentinel.com:  “…theme-park  rival
Universal Orlando will likely retain the park rights to its
four  Marvel  superstars,  including  Spider-Man  and  the
Incredible  Hulk…
…Universal’s  contracts  apparently  gives  it  exclusive  U.S.
rights  east  of  the  Mississippi  River  for  theme-park
attractions built around certain of those characters, notably
Spider-Man, the Incredible Hulk, X-Men and Dr. Doom.



Universal Orlando said Marvel characters will remain a staple
at its parks.
“Marvel Super Hero Island at Universal’s Islands of Adventure
and  the  Marvel  characters  are  an  important  part  of  the
Universal Orlando experience. They will remain so,” said Tom
Schroder, a Universal spokesman. “Our agreement with Marvel
stands for as long as we follow the terms of our existing
contract and for as long as we want there to be a Marvel Super
Hero Island.”

So in response to several comments from blog readers, there
are a separate set of rights for the Marvel characters in
question – theme park rights.

VIPs For A Day (part three
of…. well, I’ll try to make
this the last part)
If you’ve read my first two blog posts about our trip to
King’s Island, then you know that I’ve rambled and chronicled,
and now I’m blue in the face and ready to move on.  I would
like to rate most of their rides though for those who are
curious  and/or  contemplating  a  visit  to  the  theme  park.  
Somewhere there is a Discovery Channel show about the 10 Most
Extreme Roller Coasters I’d like to see – I hear King’s Island
has 3 or more on the list!  Going to hope that it’s on
youtube…  If you haven’t read my previous post, here is my
ride experience scale: 1♦ = not so good, while 5 ♦ = awesome!

The Racer – 3♦.  A wooden racing roller coaster that doesn’t
really race.  According to our guide, people on the different
racing trains would trash-talk each other so much that they
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built a wall to separate the two train colors.  When we rode,
the first time the blue train was not operating, and the
second time, the trains did not go at the same time.  Still a
fun wooden coaster though!

Flight Deck – 1♦.  Formerly called Top Gun, but whatever you
call it, we did not like it.  It’s a roller coaster whose car
is suspended from the track above the car, which basically
amounted to a lot of swinging.  Ok for me, not my favorite,
but it made my husband sick.

Vortex – ¼♦ – This one only gets a quarter star to put it on
the map –  my map key didn’t exactly contain a zero, so let’s
give it a quarter star just because it’s a coaster.  But
otherwise,  yuck.   Jerky,  but  without  any  real  thrills.  
Reminds me of the Shockwave they used to have at Six Flags
Great America in Gurnee Illinois.  Funny how I used to ride
that over and over, especially near park closing when it would
empty out.  We would just stay on Shockwave until they kicked
us off!  But as an adult, the ride type doesn’t work for me.

Invertigo –  3♦.  I need to go back on this one when it isn’t
lunch time!  I think the Flight Deck/Invertigo/haven’t had
lunch yet combo did me in as I  felt a bit queasy after this
one.  Basically, you go up and through a loop, and do the same
thing backwards.  The cool thing about this one is that you
face other riders, which I actually don’t know if that’s a
cool thing or not – our guide recommended we try sitting on
either the front or back of this one so we didn’t have to face
strangers on the coaster.  I did enjoy how this one whizzed
through the station though, and like I said, I will have to
try it again on a full stomach.

Sponge Bob 3D Ride – 4½♦.  I really liked this one!  A lot of
fun, and much more movement than its counterpart at Universal 
Studios, the Jimmy Neutron ride.  It’s a 3D Sponge Bob movie
where the seats move as you move about Sponge Bob’s world. 
The scenery is great, and not only is it 3D, but the rider



actually gets to move along with the movie.  As a bonus, the
movie is very funny, and I loved the story!

Whitewater Canyon – 4½♦.  You know the type – a large round
boat makes it way down a “river”, complete with rapids, drops,
and waterfalls.  I always love this type of ride and much of
the fun is riding it with your friends or even  strangers
trying to see who is going to get the most wet!  The day we
went, it was an unseasonal 70°, and getting wet wasn’t quite
as enjoyable as usual.  This is actually one of the smaller
versions of this type of ride that I’ve been on, and the boat
seated 6 people instead of the usual 8, 10, or 12 as I’ve seen
before.  But this version has an added element of fun –
friends, family, and people who have ridden the ride can take
revenge on riders by putting in a quarter for a chance to
launch a water cannon at passing boats.  This part is lots of
fun, although they need to get the change machine working so
more people can squirt!  We went on with some kids who didn’t
get wet enough in their opinion, so they rode again while we
kept watch at the water cannons and succeeded in getting them
SOAKED!

Backlot Stunt Coaster – 2♦.  Lameness.  But remember, I’m used
to Universal Studios since we try to trek to Orlando yearly. 
This has nothing on Universal.  But I suppose for younger
kids, it could instill a feeling of bravery as they race past
exploding police cars.  It goes kind of fast up a winding
track, which is kind of different, but other than that, the
excitement kind of fizzled, and the ride isn’t all that long. 
The brightly colored cars you ride in are super-cute, but does
that really matter?

Adventure Express – 1¾♦.  This is also kind of lame, which is
alright, not every coaster has to be top thrill.  But this one
is like Big Thunder Mountain Railroad at Disney, but that is
bigger and faster.  Adventure Express was going alright until
the rider finds himself in a climatic tunnel, climbing a lift
past moving robots and everything.  Then when you reach the



top – nothing.  Nada.  Literally – the ride ends here.  What
the ?

Scooby Doo and the Haunted Castle – 4½♦.  You ride through
scenes of Scooby Doo trying to shoot the bad guys with a laser
gun attached to your car – cool!  Even better, I actually beat
my  husband  on  this  one!   This  ride  is  a  lot  like  Buzz
Lightyear at Disney, and I can never even get close to Hubby’s
score on that one.  He must have had an off-ride though, cuz
the second time we rode he beat me silly again.  Oh well, this
ride is awesomely themed.  They remembered quite a few of the
bad guys from the old Scooby Doo tv show, and there were sound
bites galore.  The castle looks awesome from the outside,  and
we even drove a Mystery Machine:

Other  fun  rides  at  this  park  that  deserve  at  least  an
honorable mention are the railroad (just a standard train
ride, but oh-so-relaxing after a huge day of coaster riding!),
the Wild Thornberry’s River Adventure (kind of a lame log-
flume type ride, but still lots of fun), the Eiffel tower (we
didn’t ride it, but it was gorgeous to look at), and Dodgem
(plain ole bumper cars, but when is the last time hubby and I
got to ride ‘n bump kid-free?  I don’t even remember!). 
Because we splurged and got the guided tour, we even had time
to catch some shows – an ice show and an 80’s review.  The ice
skaters were pretty good; especially one guy who even did a
triple axle!  The 80’s show was fun, even though many of the
performers were incapable of both singing and dancing at the
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same time.  There was a special  Michael Jackson tribute, even
though he had passed away only a week before our visit.  But
there were afros, mullets, big bangs, leg warmers, bright
colors, even giant Rubik’s cubes, and it was fun to sing along
to the rockin’ 80’s tunes.  One did get the feeling however,
that not one member of the show had any idea of what the ’80’s
was actually like…

So there you have it.  I’ve reviewed and rated the rides I
rode and found worth a mention.  If you are thinking of
visiting, you should know that King’s Island also has a huge
kids area, and many more rides I didn’t mention.  We tried to
stay away from any rides with a lot of spinning or anything
that looked too crazy (especially this one called Delirium):

It looked a little too crazy/dizzy for me; maybe if you go to
King’s Island, you can try it and let me know what it’s like
in the comments!

Rides Jamiahsh Broke
This is the long-awaited post (by some anyway) that details
the uncanny coincidences of ride break-downs we encountered
while in Orlando, Florida.  Here is a list of the following
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rides that stalled or broke down while fellow blogger jamiahsh
was along.  Not to blame him, but…   �

Epcot:  Spaceship Earth, the boat ride in Mexico, the boat
ride in Norway – not only did the boat stall during the ride,
but also, after we exited the boat, the doors at the end of
the ride failed to open, trapping us and the 4-5 boat-fulls
after us!

Universal Studios – The Mummy – got stuck where the ride gets
“hot”, the Simpsons ride, Cat in the Hat ride

Magic Kingdom – Carousel of Progress glitched, Peter Pan’s
Flight, Haunted Mansion, Pirates of the Caribbean (multiple
times), Snow White

 We’ve been to Disney World lots of times, and although we’ve
been involved in rides stalling and getting backed up, it’s
never happened with the frequency of this year when jamiahsh
was with us.  Therefore, the phenomonon of him “breaking the
rides” is a running joke of sorts, and that’s why I had to
make a post of it.  Break-downs aside, a fun trip was had by
all, and the uncanny ride luck jamiahsh had is now merely blog
fodder – and that’s always fun.

Vacation  Diary  –  Chapter
Three
Tuesday, Oct 21 – We visited Universal Studios, Islands of
Adventure, and the Out of Control Magic Show at Wonderworks. 
Universal and Islands are right next to each other, but there
is a lot of walking between the two.  A lot of walking and not
so much for the kids.  But they did have fun, especially
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Disney who got to see Barney Live.  I missed the Animal Actors
show this year, but I was more in the mood for rides, and we
got to ride plenty.  The new Simpsons ride is actually better
than I expected.  It’s the old Back to the Future ride except
you are now riding through Springfield.  The waiting area is
themed well, and you get to watch little Simpsons snippets
while you wait – talk about making the time go by fast!  The
ride is very cool, and you actually feel like you’re riding
around Springfield.  The Mummy ride is still my favorite thing
in both parks, and it’s as cool as I remember.  I especially
like sitting near people who haven’t been on it before – it’s
a blast to see the reactions to the haunted house meets roller
coaster.  Over at Islands, we got positively soaked to the
core riding the Bluto boat ride, but that was expected because
I rode it twice – those huge raft rides are my favorite type
of water ride.  My 4-year-old Sammie hated it, much to my
surprise because she was just playing in the sprinklers at
Epcot the night before.  But she felt better after going on
one of the kids’ favorites, the Cat in The Hat ride.  Our two-
year-old loved that one too.  We were a bit strapped for time
and didn’t get to try some of the coasters and other rides
I’ve never been on over at Islands, but oh well, we still had
fun.  And my husband got chosen again (4th time now) to be an
“actor” in the skit they do before the Earthquake ride which
is now known as “Disaster”.  They redid it and added a cool
hologram of Christopher Walken.  And they chose my husband to
be the “hunky” lead actor – but then, I always knew that �

The magic show was a lot of fun and it made me want to produce
something like it locally for our community theater.  It’s
kind of like stand-up comedy AND magic in one, with lots of
audience participation.  My husband, daughter, and our friend
were all chosen to go on stage, and I filled up the camera’s
memory  card  trying  to  record  everything.   And  a  note  to
Jamiahsh – you really don’t know me well enough by now to not
point at me when they’re asking for volunteers?!?  You are so
lucky he didn’t pick me – I would have blamed you and had your



head!  Just kidding…  well, kind of, but don’t do that again!

Wanna Feel Old?
Of course you do, who doesn’t?  Besides, it’s Friday night,
and you’re at home reading my blog!  �  I guess you could be
reading this at a later time…  But anyway, if you’re around my
age or older, then you remember Molly Ringwald, a popular
actress in the 1980’s from many teen-themed movies such as
Pretty in Pink, Sixteen Candles, and the iconic The Breakfast
Club.  If you were a fan of these movies as a teen or young
adult yourself, you will probably feel old when I tell you
that  Molly  Ringwald  is  playing  a  grandmother  in  her  next
role.  That’s right – grandma.  A woman whose kid has a kid. 
Sigh.  While we’re on the subject of feeling old, I read an
article the other day that had some interesting facts about
the lives of students entering college this fall.  Each August
for the past 11 years, Beloit College in Beloit, Wis., has
released the Beloit College Mindset List.  It provides a look
at the cultural touchstones that shape the lives of students
entering college.  For these students, Sammy Davis Jr., Jim
Henson, Ryan White, Stevie Ray Vaughan and Freddy Krueger have
always been dead.  Here is some food for thought with the rest
of the list:

Harry Potter could be a classmate, playing on their1.
Quidditch team.
Since they were in diapers, karaoke machines have been2.
annoying people at parties.
They have always been looking for Carmen Sandiego.3.
GPS  satellite  navigation  systems  have  always  been4.
available.
Coke  and  Pepsi  have  always  used  recycled  plastic5.
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bottles.
Shampoo and conditioner have always been available in6.
the same bottle.
Gas stations have never fixed flats, but most serve7.
cappuccino.
Their parents may have dropped them in shock when they8.
heard George Bush announce “tax revenue increases.”
Electronic filing of tax returns has always been an9.
option.
Girls  in  head  scarves  have  always  been  part  of  the10.
school fashion scene.
All  have  had  a  relative–or  known  about  a  friend’s11.
relative–who died comfortably at home with Hospice.
As a precursor to “whatever,” they have recognized that12.
some people “just don’t get it.”
Universal Studios has always offered an alternative to13.
Mickey in Orlando.
Grandma has always had wheels on her walker.14.
Martha Stewart Living has always been setting the style.15.
Haagen-Dazs ice cream has always come in quarts.16.
Club Med resorts have always been places to take the17.
whole family.
WWW has never stood for World Wide Wrestling.18.
Films have never been X rated, only NC-17.19.
The Warsaw Pact is as hazy for them as the League of20.
Nations was for their parents.
Students have always been “Rocking the Vote.”21.
Clarence Thomas has always sat on the Supreme Court.22.
Schools  have  always  been  concerned  about23.
multiculturalism.
We have always known that “All I Ever Really Needed to24.
Know I Learned in Kindergarten.”
There have always been gay rabbis.25.
Wayne Newton has never had a mustache.26.
College  grads  have  always  been  able  to  Teach  for27.
America.
IBM has never made typewriters.28.



Roseanne  Barr  has  never  been  invited  to  sing  the29.
National Anthem again.
McDonald’s and Burger King have always used vegetable30.
oil for cooking french fries.
They have never been able to color a tree using a raw31.
umber Crayola.
There has always been Pearl Jam.32.
The Tonight Show has always been hosted by Jay Leno and33.
started at 11:35 EST.
Pee-Wee has never been in his playhouse during the day.34.
They never tasted Benefit Cereal with psyllium.35.
They may have been given a Nintendo Game Boy to play36.
with in the crib.
Authorities have always been building a wall across the37.
Mexican border.
Lenin’s name has never been on a major city in Russia.38.
Employers have always been able to do credit checks on39.
employees.
Balsamic vinegar has always been available in the U.S.40.
Macaulay Culkin has always been Home Alone.41.
Their parents may have watched The American Gladiators42.
on TV the day they were born.
Personal privacy has always been threatened.43.
Caller ID has always been available on phones.44.
Living wills have always been asked for at hospital45.
check-ins.
The  Green  Bay  Packers  (almost)  always  had  the  same46.
starting quarterback.
They never heard an attendant ask “Want me to check47.
under the hood?”
Iced tea has always come in cans and bottles.48.
Soft drink refills have always been free.49.
They have never known life without Seinfeld references50.
from a show about “nothing.”
Windows 3.0 operating system made IBM PCs user-friendly51.
the year they were born.
Muscovites have always been able to buy Big Macs.52.



The Royal New Zealand Navy has never been permitted a53.
daily ration of rum.
The Hubble Space Telescope has always been eavesdropping54.
on the heavens.
98.6 F or otherwise has always been confirmed in the55.
ear.
Michael  Milken  has  always  been  a  philanthropist56.
promoting prostate cancer research.
Off-shore oil drilling in the United States has always57.
been prohibited.
Radio stations have never been required to present both58.
sides of public issues.
There have always been charter schools.59.
Students always had Goosebumps.60.

I hope I didn’t depress you, but remember, it’s not my list,
so blame Beloit College and Molly Ringwald if you feel like an
old geezer.  Why don’t we just forget about the list and toast
our recycled bottles of Coke to life experience.


